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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	X	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	DE
Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  Defender may continue to retreat up to 3-(Dn) hexes.  (EX:  So on a D1, up to 2 more.)
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED. Some or all Defenders MAY be voluntarily withdrawn a maximum of 3 hexes, if Defender chooses.  Attacker may then be able to Advance.
·	X = Exchange.  Defending units whose factor-modified defense factors are at least equaled by attacking units' factors are Eliminated along with those attacking units.  Surviving attackers may advance as for D1 result.  Defending units surviving an actual exchange suffer a D result instead.  Factor-bonused defending units are lost first - fortresses last.  Exchange is not mandatory but if chosen must be as large as possible within that restriction.  The attacker may instead opt for a "-" - no effect on either side - result and must do so if he lacks attacking factors necessary to exchange away even just the first defending unit eligible to be exchanged.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted and faced toward the enemy.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated.

General Rule:  All UnDisrupted defending armies adjacent to any attacking units in a given phase must also be attacked, unless separated from the attackers by a river hex-side when the original target is on the same side of the river as the attackers.  Furthermore, Undisrupted defender's corps (and korps) adjacent to attackers which are attacking an UnDisrupted friendly army also adjacent to them, must also be attacked.  Attacks may be cancelled, unless they are required by previous attacks.

“Edge of the World” and "Into the Sea":  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard or into the sea are eliminated.

Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D and D2 and D3->DE. The Defender may voluntarily give No Retreat! orders to UnDisrupted units with the same combat results.  Attacker must ask Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before battle is resolved.

Armor/Panzer Overrun:  If the combat factors of armor/panzers participating in the attack are at least equal to defending infantry units which are not cross-river or in forest, swamp, or a major city or stacked with a friendly armor/panzer unit, a D3 combat result becomes a DE against those defending infantry units if they are UnDisrupted and a D2 or D3 becomes a DE against them if they are Disrupted.


Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  Already Disrupted units lose their Entrenchments if Disrupted again.  Additionally, attacking results against Disrupted units in a stack are read in the next higher odds column.  Disrupted units retain any defensive terrain bonuses.  
British, Dutch, and German units are recovered from Disruption at the end of the game-turn.  Belgian and French units are recovered at the start of the German player's first combat phase, unless they are being re-attacked.  In that case, if a non-Disrupting "-", AD or AE is the combat result, the defending units are recovered from Disruption like the un-attacked units were.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.

"Tank Fright":  There is a +1 shift bonus in the odds of an attack into and across clear terrain hex(-side)es containing only infantry units having current individual strengths of 2 factors or less, if any armor/panzers are participating in the attack.

Retreat Routes must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat, not through Strong enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units, and, if possible, away from the attackers' hexes (although if that is not possible that doesn't eliminate them).  Defending units may never retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked (by any sized unit), even if the hex being moved into is occupied by a friendly unit.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.  Units violating the stacking limit at the moment they retreat through UnDisrupted friendly units, Disrupt those.
 
Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D and D2 and D3->DE. The Attacker must ask the Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before any battle is resolved.

Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
Units may tactically advance 1 hex as long as they do not violate operational movement ZOC restrictions, except armor/panzer units may advance into the vacated/defended regardless of any enemy ZOCs.  On a DE or D3 or D2 combat result armor/panzer units may tactically advance up to 2 hexes through the vacated defended hex, unless advancing into either hex would be across a river or into forest, swamp, or a major city.  If the defender voluntarily retreats 1-hex farther than a D or D1 result, the attacker may advance farther accordingly.  The defended hex must be advanced into (and/or through) - or must continue to be "contained" in the event the attacker "pins" the defending units in place on a D3 result (or, for the attacking Germans, D1 or higher result during the first turn) by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified defensive factor value.  Other units participating in the attack may move into an unoccupied hex adjacent adjacent to the defended one, depending on ZOC retrictions.  Note again:  All units are Disrupted by advancing after combat.

REPLACEMENTS, REINFORCEMENTS, AND DUNKIRK/DUNKERQUE:.
·	Replacements:  The French and Germans each receive 1 infantry(-only) replacement factor per turn, and the factors may be accumulated.  Other nationalities are irreplaceable.  Air units return to the game the second friendly player-turn after they are lost, but if the BEF is eliminated, the RAF cannot be replaced if lost.  French replacement units enter the game on the western or friendly southern edge of the mapboard or on Paris, if a supply line can be traced to it from those.  German replacements enter anywhere in Germany.  Replacement ground units re-enter the game Disrupted.
·	Reinforcements:  UnDisrupted and on Paris, the French 10. Armee enters the game in Gameturn 4 and the French 2. Groupe Mobile enters the game on Gameturn 5.  The 1st British Armoured Division lands Disrupted on a friendly Channel port on Gameturn 5 or UnDisrupted on Paris (unless that is isolated) in Gameturn 6.  Their entry hexes are not counted against their movement.
·	Dunkirk:  The BEF can evacuate France and return to England, if it starts the Allied player-turn in any port.  If Disrupted when it attempts to leave, there is a 50% chance it fails to sail that turn.


OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT:
·	Each German panzer korps has a basic Operational Movement Factor of 4, an Allied armoured unit has an OMF of 3, a German or British infantry unit has an OMF of 2, and a French infantry unit has an OMF of 1.  It costs 1 movement factor for every open/clear hex entered.  For other costs, see Terrain Effects. 
·	Additionally, there is an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 2 movement factors for any unit, with "Zone of Control" restrictions.  A unit never gets an OMB if it is attacking.
·	ZONES OF CONTROL (ZOCs) are hexes adjacent to units which would be accessible to movement if no enemy units were around.  (EZOC = Enemy ZOC)
·	Any unit must STOP upon entering the "Strong" ZOC of an UnDisrupted enemy army or any hex adjacent to 2 UnDisrupted enemy korps/corps in the same hex or different hexes or a German panzkerkorps or French groupe mobile not in forest if their ZOC also isn't forest or across a river.  A unit may use its OMB and enter a Strong EZOC - but not attack - but is itself Disrupted if that EZOC is not already occupied by a friendly UnDisrupted unit.  Unless it is willing to be Disrupted at the conclusion of its movement, a unit loses its OMB if it leaves a Strong EZOC not still occupied by a friendly unit.  A unit may not go directly from one Strong ZOC to another of the same enemy unit(s) of the kind described above, unless making a special 1-hex move onto a friendly unit.  If the latter is Disrupted, the special-moving unit also becomes Disrupted.  A unit may also make a special 1-hex move out of one Strong EZOC and directly into another of a different enemy unit, even if those EZOCs are unoccupied by friendly units.
·	At the cost of its OMB, a unit may move through the Weaker ZOCs of enemy units - Disrupted armies, single UnDisrupted corps/korps, etc. - even if moving directly from one Weak ZOC to another of the same enemy unit.  It may also move more than 1 hex out of one Strong EZOC and then back into another, of the same or a different enemy unit.  A unit moving with its OMB to stop in the first Weak EZOC it enters is not Disrupted but may not attack.
·	If a unit operationally moves through a hex containing a Disrupted (friendly) army or 2 Disrupted friendly korps/corps, it loses its OMB and is Disrupted at the completion of its movement.
·	The British 1st Armoured Division has no Zone of Control, even against supply.

"STACKING" LIMIT:   
This limit is enforced only at the end of an owning player's operational movement phase, and the penalty for violation is the elimination of any excess units of the owning player's choice.  There may be 3 units in a hex.  Of these there may not be more than 1 army and 1 armored/panzer unit.  There may not be more than 1 army or 1 armored/panzer unit in a Forest or Swamp.  Note:  As long as operational movement is not ended with a hex overstacked, units may momentarily violate the limit moving through other units.  Violating the limit during a retreat - being unplanned - is another matter.  See Retreat rule.

WEATHER DETERMINATION AND EFFECTS:
Die Roll:			Note:  Turn 1 is Clear weather.  There may be no more than 1 Heavy Rain turn in the game.
A	B		Turns 2-3		Turns 4-8
1	6		Clear			Clear
2	5		Clear			Clear
3	4		Clear			Clear
4	3		Clear			Clear
5	2		Heavy Rain		Clear
6	1		Heavy Rain		Heavy Rain
In Heavy Rain, no more than 2 Allied and 3 Luftwaffe air units may fly, and all ground units' OMFs are limited to 2.


ENTRENCHMENT AND TERRAIN EFFECTS: 
·	Entrenchment:  If it doesn't move or attack, an UnDisrupted army can be flipped over and Entrenched, receiving +1 combat factor on defense.  Entrenchment is lost if its unit suffers a Disrupting combat result or attacks or moves away.
·	Cross-River and -Canal Attacks:  It costs an armor/panzer unit 1 additional movement factor to cross a river, if its overall operational movement requires it to lose its OMB.  Cross-river attacks are reduced 1 combat odds column, unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the river as the defenders.
·	Major Cities:  Add 1 defense factor to any one infantry unit in them, unless they are "Open" - unshaded - cities, like Brussels and Paris.
·	Fortresses:  Have a defense factor of 1 and have no ZOCs for any purpose.  They are (permanently) eliminated by a D2, D3, or DE result or a successful Parachute Drop, after which German units may enter their hexes.
·	Forests:  An army and/or the Ardennes Chasseurs defending in a forest hex receives +1 combat factor on defense.  If  they are in the Ardennes, an UnDisrupted Ardennes Chasseurs ZOC into another Ardennes Forest hex is Strong.  Also see Stacking Rule for forests and swamp.
·	Swamps:  Not more than 1 army or armor/panzer unit - not both - may attack into a swamp across each hex-side.
·	Dutch Defense Lines:  Add +1 defense factor to each Allied infantry corps or army behind them, unless flanked.  All armies and UnDisrupted corps exert Strong ZOCs against enemy units wanting to cross any defense line.
·	Maginot and Siegfried Lines:  Any German infantry unit defending behind the German border has its factor doubled on defense unless flanked, and any Allied unit defending behind the Maginot Line has its factor tripled on defense against cross-border attacks or just doubled if (also) being attacked from an adjacent Maginot Line hex, unless rear-flanked.

SUPPLY: 
·	An Allied supply line is from any northern, western, or southern mapboard edge hex or port hex on the Allied side of the front line.  For the Germans, it is the same route from an eastern mapboard edge hex.  A supply line cannot be traced through (or from) an enemy-occupied hex or an unoccupied hex adjacent to an enemy army, untaken enemy fortress, or UnDisrupted enemy, unless occupied by a friendly unit, or an undestroyed  friendly fortress hex.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 combat odds column. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one odds column. Combat supply status is determined at the moment of combat.
·	Units out of supply during the owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase (SSDP) are Disrupted.  If they are out of supply and already Disrupted, they are Eliminated.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.  See also the Aerial Resupply rule.

SETTING UP THE GAME TO BEGIN AND SPECIAL FIRST TURN RULES:  
·	The Allied player sets up his units, entrenched, if he wishes, within their respective nations - the BEF is in France.  British and French units cannot enter Belgium or Holland, unless either is attacked, in which case at least the BEF and 2 French armies must enter Belgium for at least 1 turn.  British and French units may not set up on hex L8.
·	The German player then sets up his units in Germany - not Luxembourg.
·	German Parachute Drop:  In any one turn, the German Player may make a parachute drop.  This piggybacks with a fliegerkorps ground attack (and can thus be intercepted) and is itself an additional ground attack.  Moreover, if there is a fortress in the hex dropped upon, it is considered eliminated if the paradrop was successful with a D or D* result.


AIRPOWER - the dreaded Stukas:
An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  While the RAF unit may be combined with a French air unit, French air units may not be combined, except to intercept a Terror Bombing of Paris.
					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Allied
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			AlliedShotDown
2	5		D			D			AlliedShotDown
3	4		D			D*			AlliedIntercepted
4	3		D*			-			Intercepted		
5	2		-			-			LuftwaffeIntercepted
6	1		AA			AA			LuftwaffeShotDown
Notes:
An air unit can be used only once per game-turn:  for ground attack, aerial resupply, interception, or escort.  Ground units suffering a D result do so in place: they cannot be retreated farther as in a ground combat D result.  Air-to-air results take effect immediately, but even though all the ground units in an anti-aircraft-capable hex may have already been D-ed, excess attacking air units must still risk being shot down by the anti-aircraft asset.
Shot Down = Air unit out of game until 2 player-turns later.  Intercepted = Mission prevented but neither unit shot down.
D* = "-" result if attacking panzer/armor or any units which are entrenched, in forest, or behind a fortification line. 
AA = Air unit shot down if attacking an UnDisrupted non-Belgian army, an UnDisrupted panzerkorps or (units in) a Major City.
Range:  Air units may attack enemy units as far away as 5 hexes from a friendly army or friendly-controlled town or city in supply.  More specifically for Allied air units, the range is 5 hexes from a French town/city or a British or French army in supply.  There is no range limit against Luftwaffe Terror-Bombing attacks on capital cities.
Escort:  In the case of a German Parachute Drop, one or more fliegerkorps can be designated escorts, to protect the ground-attacking and parachute-dropping fliegerkorps.  These intercept Allied interceptors and thus must be attacked first.  Escort fliegerkorps may not then ground-attack, themselves. 
Aerial Resupply (during owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase):  Use the respective Bombing table, with D or D* meaning units in a hex are (re-)supplied.  Armor/panzer units require an additional successful aerial resupply missions.  Such missions can be intercepted like ground attacks can be.
Luftwaffe Terror Bombing:  This may be attempted by the German player against the capitals of the Netherlands (Amsterdam or Rotterdam) and Belgium (Brussels).  For each country, this may only be attempted once, and if it fails all subsequent attacks against units of that nationality are reduced 1 shift in the combat odds.  If it succeeds, the country Surrenders - see below.  This succeeds if Luftwaffe air units score 2 and 3 Ds (not D*s) in the same turn against those respective capitals cities.  Note that London is not on the map and subject to such attack ... yet.

SURRENDER AND VICTORY CONDITIONS:
·	Surrender:  If the Germans take a national capital and have it in supply during the German Victory Determination Phase, or if a country succumbs to Luftwaffe Terror Bombing, all the country's units are Disrupted and removed from the board in the next Allied player-turn.
·	The Germans immediately win if they occupy all Paris in supply during the German Victory Determination Phase.



·	The Germans win a Crushing Strategic Victory (worth winning 2 games) if they conquer Belgium and France and (have)destroy(ed) the BEF army unit.
·	These German victories are negated, if there are any Allied units in Germany.
·	The Allies win if they occupy all of Paris in supply in the last Allied Victory Determination Phase.
·	The Allies win a Crushing Strategic Victory (worth winning 2 games) if they also still occupy Brussels and Antwerp in supply in the last Allied Victory Determination Phase.

GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. Weather Determination 
·	B. German Player-Turn
·	1. German Reinforcements
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. German Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of Allied units not being attacked
·	c. German Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. German Blitzkrieg Phase:  Steps a. and c. (but not b.) may be repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked, -1 Operational Movement Factor.
·	e. Allied Victory Determination
·	f. German Aerial Resupply and Units' Supply Status Determination
·	C. Allied Player-Turn
·	1. Allied Reinforcements
·	3. Operational Phases:
·	a. Allied Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of German units not being attacked
·	c. Allied Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. Allied Units' Supply Status Determination
·	e. German Victory Determination
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per gameturn by the owning player.  
A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
A ground unit may attack only once per gameturn. It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked.
Also Note:  As long as all obligations for attacks at any given moment of attack are met, the German player may move and attack in the initial phase with some units and then (if a hole in the enemy line is opened, for example) move and attack in his second, Blitzkrieg phase with other, unused units.  However, the OMF for Blitzkrieg-ing units is reduced 1.



				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	-	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	DE
Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.

					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Allied
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			AlliedShotDown
2	5		D			D			AlliedShotDown
3	4		D			D*			AlliedIntercepted
4	3		D*			-			Intercepted		
5	2		-			-			LuftwaffeIntercepted
6	1		AA			AA			LuftwaffeShotDown

GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. Weather Determination 
·	B. German Player-Turn
·	1. German Reinforcements
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. German Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of Allied units not being attacked
·	c. German Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. German Blitzkrieg Phase:  Steps a. and c. (but not b.) may be repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked, -1 Operational Movement Factor.
·	e. Allied Victory Determination
·	f. German Aerial Resupply and Units' Supply Status Determination
·	C. Allied Player-Turn
·	1. Allied Reinforcements
·	3. Operational Phases:
·	a. Allied Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of German units not being attacked
·	c. Allied Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. Allied Units' Supply Status Determination
·	e. German Victory Determination
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per gameturn by the owning player.  
A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
A ground unit may attack only once per gameturn. It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked.
Also Note:  As long as all obligations for attacks at any given moment of attack are met, the German player may move and attack in the initial phase with some units and then (if a hole in the enemy line is opened, for example) move and attack in his second, Blitzkrieg phase with other, unused units.  However, the OMF for Blitzkrieg-ing units is reduced 1.






UNIT DATA: 
·	Unit Abbreviations:  5. A = 5th Army; Br = British; D = Dutch
·	Unit Symbols:  A criss-cross in the box indicates infantry.
·	Unit Factor:  The single combat factor on the units is for both attack and defense, although the latter can be modified.
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